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O-Rod
IPI O-Rods were speciﬁcally developed to provide a 100% leak tight rod string for hydrogeological
investigations. Typically mineral mining rods such as the Q-series are used for these applications
but such rods, even new, are not guaranteed to offer leak tight connections. By incorporating an
O-ring seal in the threaded connection, IPI O-Rods can offer this guarantee. Furthermore, these
rods offer a tapered round thread connection for robustness, ease of stabbing, quick and secure
make-up for a leak-free, high pressure rated rod string. The couplings have an external upset and
are internally ﬂush with the matching pipe ID to facilitate handling and deployment of tools internally.

APPLICATIONS:
Leak free, high pressure rods for:
■ Hydraulic fracturing
■ Other Straddle Packer applications, eg:
- Testing of low permeability rock

FEATURES:
■ High pressure rating (up to 10,000 psi)
■ Robust O-ring seal
■ Tapered round thread for easy make-up
®
■ Couplings threaded and chemically bonded (Loctite ) to pipe

■ Damaged couplings can be replaced
■ External upset couplings for ease of running and ﬂush internal diameter
■ Standard length is 6m (20ft)
■ Custom lengths, diameters and higher pressure ratings available on request
■ Each rod is pressure tested at the factory for quality assurance
■ Flush ID
■ Carbon or Stainless steel available
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6,000 psi
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